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INTRODUCTION
The region known as the Langkloof consists
of a series of parallel valleys running in an East
South-East direction from west of Avontuur to east
of Kareedouw.
In the north it is limited lay the
Gouga mountains and in the south' hy the Tsitsikama
mountains.
The latter range separates the Langkloof from the coastal plain.
In 1959> Drs» C.R. van der Merwe and
R.E* Loxton examined and made a preliminary classification of the Langkloof soils.
This investigation
formed a part of a larger study of the causes of
dental caries, which is endemic in this area.
No
mapping was done at this stage.
Due to the importance of the area for deoiduou
fruit production, the Soils Research Institute of
the Department of Agricultural Technical Services,
at the req.uest of the Pruit and Pood Technology
Research Institute, Stellenhosch, conducted a soil
survey of the area in 1962.
The' objective of this
survey was to identify, define and classify the
soil series and phases and to map them on photomosaics at an approximate scale of 1:18,000
(Appendix l).
The mapping was carried out hy
Dr. C.N. Macvicar and Messrs. P.R. Merryv/eather and
T.H. van Rooyen;
I, Tennent, H. ten Gate and
J. Skeen made a limited contribution towards the
mapping.
The area surveyed is about 37 miles long and
from 2 to 3 miles wide extending from west of
Ongelegen to Heights.
The area between the Gouga
and Tsitsikama mountain ranges is divided into
three semi-continuous, parallel, U-shaped valleys
by two ranges of hills, namely:the Langkloof mountains in the south and the Stomprug in the north
(Eig. 1 ) .
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Agricultural production is confined mainly
to deciduous fruit (chiefly apples and pears) and,
to a lesser extent, dryland winter wheat.
The area is served "by a tarred road, which
;joine the Port Elizabeth - Cape Town national
road to the south of Kareedouwi
A narrow gauge
railroad runs from Port Elizabeth through the
Langkloof to Avontuuri
The chief town, Joubertina, is 120 miles from Port Elizabeth by road.
This report deals with the environment in
which the soils occur, the description and classification of soil series, soil formation, land
use and the factors limiting the agricultural
productivity of the soils.
Also included is a
Gritiaal disc-ussion of the soil map and an
account of how this study can be used for -agricultu2»al planning and advisory work.
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CHAPTER 1
ENVIRONMENT
'

(a)

,

Geology

The Tahle Mountain and Bokkeveld Series
of the Cape System occur in this region.
:iJithology
The Tahle Mountain Series (T.M.S.)
consists almost wholly of a rather uniform,
whitish, coarse grained sandstone, which is
often so hard as to he classified as q.uartzite
(du Toit, 1954).
With depth, the sandstone...
"Tieoomes grey or bluish green, a charaoter éne
to ferrous compounds, which are oxidised or
removed in the surface zone and so give rise
to whitish, softer rocks with stains of red,
yellow or Jbr-own along the "bedding planes or
joints, where the sandstone has "been impregnated
with oxide of iron".
Sections of these sandstones are feld spathic and, in some instances,
may he deecraT^ed as arkoses.
Two layer-s of
shalas are to be found in this series, one near
the base and the other about three fifths up
in the succession.
The lower layer consists
of red and maroon micaceous shales and flagstones, while the upper layer is a drab or bluishgreen colour.
Due to the low weatherable
mineral content of this series, waters arising
from it are extremely low in mineral salts.
The Bokkeveld Series rests conformably upon
the T.M.S. According to du Toit (1954)s if typically
developed, there are five dominantly argillaceous
groups in this Series, each several hundreds of feet
in thickness, separated from one another by four thinner
groups of sandstones and quartzites. The softer strata
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are "bluish to blackish, greyish and greenish shales
and mudstones with some micaceous flagstones and thin,'
brownish, soft feldspathic sandstones". The lower
half of the Bokkeveld Series was deposited at shallow
depths under the sea.
The naoority of the sandstone
layers were derived from the T.M.S.
The Bokkeveld Series is the main contributor
of weatherable minerals, clay minerals and water
soluble mineral constituents in this region.
Ge omorphology
The Gape System has been involved in intense
folding; the hard T.M.S. folds being responsible
for the majority of the mountain ranges. Du Toit's
(1954, Pig. 38) section through the "Cape Pold
Region" illust-rates the N-S construction of the
Langkloof. The narrow infolds of the Bokkeveld
Series have, by reason of their softness, resulted
in parallel west to east valleys and streams
confined on either side by ridges of T.M.S. (Pig. l ) .
As a result of down cutting, old terrace
remnants are found high above the present draixiage
levels. It would appear that at one time the
chief streams and rivers flowed in an easterly
direction along the U-shaped valleys, the floors
of which are composed of Bokkeveld shales. However,
the Couga river to the north has captured the drainage of these west-east valleys. The result is that
the waters of the langkloof drain northward into
the Couga river (Pig. l) through narrow gaps in
the T.M.S. ridges.
y/ithin the valleys of the Langkloof, the
weathering products of the T.M.S. have suffered colluviation and cover, in varying thicknesses, the
materials of the lower slopes and valley floors .
The ridges have little or no soil mantle.
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The upper slopes are generally covered by a talus
of T.M.S. overlain by light textured T.M.S.
Golluvlal drift.
The lower slopes, which consists
of T.M. S., Bokkeveld shales or. older drift, are
covered by T.M.S. drift or variable thickness.
Mediun to heavy textured soils on upper slopes;
(Misgund series) are considered to be derived from
the argillaceous bands or feldspathic sandstones
of the Table Mountain Series.
The combined effects of variable lithology,
down cutting, the presence of high level terrace
remnants, river capture and colluvial drift, have
produced a complex distribution of both soil
forming materials, and hence soils.
(b)

Olimate

Although precipitation occurs throughout
the year, May to November is the wettest period,
and the driest months are December to April
(Table l).
May is markedly the wettest month.
The average yearly rainfall seldom exceeds 550 mm
in the main fruit growing area of the Langkloof.
In terms of precipitation, the year can be
divided into four periods, namely December to
April (low rainfall), May (highest rainfall),
June (low rainfall), and July to November (intermediate rainfall).
Precipitation occurs mainly
in the form of light drizzles over a period of a
number of days.
Thunderstorms very rarely occur.
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TABLE li

RAII^gALLs
MONTHLY AND ANNTTAT, I^ANS
AT SELSOTED FEATHBR STATIONS IN THE
LANGKLOOP

(IMl

•4

(?/eather Bureau 1963)
Locality
Height (n)
No. of Years

Ongelegen
792
28

Krakeelrivier
570
35

Joubertina Twee Rivieren
544
, 579
19
22

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

18.1
31.1
30.4
24.7
54.8
27.5
39.8
42.7
36..7
37.3
36.3
24.6

29.1
34.6
31.3
30.8
70.3
43.8
57.1
55.1
56.4
53.1
50.8
41.9

28.3
28.2
29.0
29.4
61.2
32.9
,50.8
43*8
40.9
41.5
39.1
29.6

38.3
23.9
29i5
23.1
67.8
34*3
38a
38*3
47.2
35.1
32.8
17.3

•i Year

404.0

554.3

454.7

425.7

I

The only availahle temperature data are
shown in Table 2.
Prosts are a coa:-Jon occurrence during
the months April to October.
Snowfalls occur infrequently
and are normally confined to the Tsitsikama mountains.

i

Due to the coincidence of periods of maximum
precipitation with periods of minimum temperatures, the
effectiveness per unit rainfall with respect to the alteration of soil parent materials and to dryland agricultural
productivity exceeds that of a comparable sum^aer rainfall.
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TABLE_2;

TEMPERATURE (°C) AT JOUBEHTINA POR
THE PERIOD, 1940 - 1941
('leather Bureau, 1954)

Month

xMean Daily Max.

Mean Daily n i n . ^^^ •p"^

^^

-' —

XlfclilÊ^

IX
X
XI
XII

26.1
26.5
24.8
23.2
20.7
18.5
17.6
18.8
19*6
21.7
23.8
25.3

13.1
13.6
12.2
8.9
6.3
4.3
3*9
4i7
6.7
8.5
10.6
12.4

19.6
20.1
18.5
16*1
13.5
11.4
10.7
11.7
13*2
15.1
17.2
18.8

13.0
12.9
12,6
14.3
14*4
14^2
13.7
14.1
12.9
13.2
13.2
12.9

Year

22.2

8.7

15.5

13.5

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

VIII

Average yearly precipitation decreases very
sharply from over 700 run at the sui:iniit of the Tsitsikana •
nountains to less than 400 :nn as the Oouga river is approached,
a distance of three to four miles.
Due to local differences
in relief, this decrease in a northerly direction is not
uniform along the length of the Langkloof.
The decrease
in precipitation is associated with an increase in nean
;j temperatures.
These sharp climatic changes which, from
available data, cannot be accurately mapped, are manifested
in an approximate manner
by changes in soil properties.
An attempt has been made (Pig. l) to indicate the boundaries
of three soil zones which reflect these climatic differences.
These boundaries are not based on climatic data, but on
soil properties and hence may be termed pedo-ecological
units (Macvicar, 1962).
The moist zone is characterised in general
by the Misgund, Kloof and Langkloof series and the dry zone
by the Joubertina and Heights series. These two zones
generally m.erge into one another via an intermediate or
transitional zone which is characterised by the Langkloof,
8/
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•Heights and Kloof series.
These soil - climate zones
will serve as suitable mapping units for a small scale
soil map of this region. .
(c)

Vegetation

Acocks (1953) classifies the'vegetation of
this region as Palse Macchia which, he states, is
indistinguishable from the true Macchia.
It is a
heath type of vegetation in which pure stands of
grass are rarely found.
The prominent species "belong to the Proteaceae,
Ericaceae, Qompositae and Leguminosae. Proteas and heather
occur -most abundantly in the moist, southern mountain zone
and become gradually less common as thé Gouga valley is
approached.
Slytrqpappug spp. (Renosterbos) occur throughout the Langklo-of and appear to dominate the drier, northern
zone.
In the latter zone, Aloe app» are comiuon and, upon
entering the dry Gouga river valley, the occurrence of
Euphorbia grandidens (Spekboom) becomes vadespread.
Thus,
the vegetation also reflects the sharp climatic changes
which occur over short distances in this region.
Because this heath type of vegetation is frugal
in its demands for mineral nutrients it can establish itself
upon nutrient poor soils.
The low base status of its
residues and the formation of organic acids further serve
to deplete the scanty base reserves of the soils on which
it is found (Robinson, 1932).
The process of acid, aerobic
humification under base deficient conditions gives rise to
an acid humus more comparable with that of podzols than
with that of ferrallitic soil=! under grassland vegetation.
The decomposition products of this vegetation appear to
possess strong iron mobilizing powers.
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CHAPTER 2
• SOIL DESCRIPTION

AND

GXixlSSIFIQATION

This chapter deals with the norphological and
chemical definition of series and their classification.
Their local occurrence and their parent materials are
briefly discussed.
Profile descriptions and analytical
data are to be found in Appendix 3.
Figures 2 may be
used in conjunction with the descriptions in this chapter,
(a) Description
Heights series (profile nos. 97, 2)
This series charactejrLstically occurs in th^
central to rLoarfc]a©i»«i limits of the Langkloof in the
intei»me£liate and dry climactic zones (Pig* l ) . It occurs
mainly on upland sites, but in the dry zone it may also
be found on the valley floors (profile 2).
The soil consists of a light textured layer
abiNAptly overlying a very slowly permeable, blocky heavy
textured material.
It is possible that the greater part
of the sandy overlayer is derived froi:i T.M. S., wher-eas
the h&avy textured ,-subeoil is derived from Bokkeveld
shales.
The parent material may, therefore, consist
of a clay of residual or drift origin from the Bokkeveld
shales overlain by a light textured drift layer, either
from T.M.S. or from a mixture of T.M.S. and the Bokkeveld
Series.
The possibility of this series being more or
less residually derived from the Bokkeveld series (by
vertical and lateral removal of clay) cannot be excluded although the presence of a stone layer at the
upper limit of the clay suggests a duplex origin of the
parent material.
Due to the arkosic nature of certain
strata of the T.M.S., it is possible that a sandy variant
may be developed residually in T.M.S.
In the dry zone,
it may be developed in alluvia.
Heights series consists of a permeable, light
textured, grey brown, dark brown or dark grey brown (lOYR)
A horizon, which seldom exceeds 20 in.
The A can often
be sub-divided into an upper Al and a lower, lighter
coloured (bleached by reduc-tion) A2 horizon.
10/
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The A2 overlies, abruptly, a dark trown to
very dark hrown, hard non-calcareous prisnatic clay
atout 8 in thick.
The dark colour is due to illuvial
huniic clay.
This nerges into a yellowish brown or
dark yellowish hrown (lOYR), hard, blocky, alkaline
(usually calcareous) clay.
Its thickness varies,
being thinnest at the tops of slopes; it overlies bedrock.
However, at the lower linit of the A there
is very often a stone layer or line (grits, pebbles and
old Pe/J/In concretions) I its thickness varies from zero
to about 15 in.
This layer Liay contain little soil
naterial as is the case if its lower limit marks the
upper limit of the prismatic B,
Occasionally, however^
the stone layer is rendered very slowly permeable by
a clay matrix if it occurs, either wholly or in part,
within the upper limits of the prismatic B.

The effective agricultural depth is the upper
limit of the prismatic horizon.
This series has been
fl«,b-dlvi^-c<i iato tTwo pJoasee aoooPding to this criterion.
Hence Z2 (see map legend) refers to a member of this
series in which the depth of soil from the surface to
the top of the prismatic horizon exceeds 19 in., irrespective of the position and thickness of a stone
layer.
Except on level sites, the reaction of the
A is usually acid, that of the prismatic B, neutral to
alkaline and the 0, alkaline.
Sodium forms an important proportion of the metal cation content of the
prismatic B.
Joubertina series (profile nos. 34, 21)
This soil is found mainly on upper slopes
in the dry climatic zone, while intergrades towards
the Kloof series occur in the intermediate zone.
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Its parent material consists of a uniforuly
light textured drift fron T.M.S. overlying talus material
of variable thickness;
The latter rests upon bedrock.
The overlying soil is a nore or less undifferentiated, reddish brown (5YR), permeable, very weakly structured,
light textured material of friable or soft consistence.
Organic darkening of the topsoil is weak or absent. Due
either to a slight removal of iron or to a colluvial
accession of grey brown sand, the topsoil is often a brown
or grey brown (lOYR) colour.
The material lying directly
above the talus is often yellowish red (5YR) in colour.
The talus layer is rapidly permeable.
This soil does
not contain accumulations of free limei its reaction is
slightly to moderately acid.
Although effective agricultural depth is not
limited by the talus layer, but by the bedrock which underlies it, this series has been sub-divided into phases according to the depth of soil which overlies the talus.
Thus Jtl (see nap legend) refers to a member of this
series in which the thickness of the soil layer varies
between 6 in and 19 in.
If the overlying soil is less
than 6 in, it is classified as a lithosol and included in
the mapping unit R.

Kloof series (profile nos. 87, 98)
Kloof series characteristically occurs on
upper slopes immediately below the lithosols in the
moist and intermediate climatic zones.
However, less
leached members also occur in the dry zone.
It is developed in a more or less uniformlylight textured drift derived from T.JI. S. overlying talus
material of variable thickness.
The latter rests upon
bedrock which may have been altered to a greater or
lesser.degree.
12/
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The Al is dark grey brown or grey brown
(lOYR) beconing lighter with depth (A2) until the talus
is reached.
These soils are weakly structured and
light textured, but their peraeability and consistency
varies.
In soue instances, they are friable and rapidly
perneable; in others is often found, i:.r.;8diately overlying the talus, an horizon of variable thickness, which
has a very bleached (almost white) colour, a very hard
consistence and slow peri-ieability.
It is possible that
this material nay deflocculate and its finer fractions
becone readily nobile if saturated with water.
The talus usually exhibits iron accunulations
in the form of yellowish red and reddish brown coatings
on the surfaces of pebbles.
The Joubertina series may be regarded as the
"dry" analogue of the Kloof series.
As the former
intergrades towards the latter, the soil reaction becomes
nore acid, it becomes poorer in bases and its A2 horizon
changes in colour from reddish brown, to brown to grey
brown.
In the dry climatic zone (Fig. l ) , those
members of the Heights series with a thick stone layer
are easily incorrectly identified as mem.bers of the
Kloof series.
Correct clas'-'ification depends upon the
nature of the mat3rial underlying the stone layer.
Similarly, in the moister zones, a member of
the Kloof series can be confused with a member of the
Langkloof series, which includes a thick stone layer.
Krakeel series (profile no. 96).
It occurs mainly in the interr-ediate and
moist sones where virgin bottomlands are wet for the
greater part of the year.
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Its parent material consists of light
textured alluvia, hut variants developed in a light
textured layer overlying a slowly pemeable, heavy
textured material also occur.
On the surface is a thin 01 layer of
more or less undecomposed plant litter.
This merges
into a light textured, very friahle, very weakly
structured, black organic 02 horizon in which a relatively suall proportion of the original plant forms
is identifiable,
•'Vith depth, colour becomes lighter (very
dark grey to dark grey)and, in some instances, the
deeper layers may present a bleached appearance.
Occasionally, this series is covered by
a recent layer of light coloured alluvial sand of
variable thickness.
Soil reaction values vary between pH
4.5 - pH 5.5, generally increasing with depth. Lower
values may be expected to occur.
Resistance valuee
u-sually exceed 2,500 ohms and in very moist areas,
excee-d 4,000 ohms.

',^en these soils are cultivated, or drained
and then cultivated, the rate of mineralization of
organic matter is increased causing the colour of the
02 to become very dark grey.
Drainage dries out the
profile to a greater or lesser extent. Many such
drained soils exist naturally due to dissection and
erosion.

This series is sub-divided into two .
phases, namely the virgin and the cultivated and/or
drained phases.
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There are two notable variants which occur
in the internediate to dry zones.
Firstly, the "black
02 merges into a very dark grey to dark grey blocky
clay or sandy clay with low resistance (lOO ohns) and
high pH (pH 8,2) values;, it has a firiu consistence,
is slowly permeable and is usually calcareous.
With
depth, the heavy textured material becoraes lighter in
colour and reflects the properties of gley.
The second variant does not occur frequently?
it is norphologically similar to the Krakeel series,
but both the 02 (pH 4.5 and 92 ohns) and the Al (pH 4.5
and 123 ohms) horizons possess low pH and low resistance values.

JLangkloof series (profile no. 20)
This series is found most comi-ionly on lower
slopes and on valley floors in the intermediate and
moist zones.
It may conceivably be formed residually in
feld spathic sandstones by the in situ formation and
eluviation of clay.
However, it is more probable that
it has developed in a binary parent material of light
textured drift overlying a heavier drift or overlying
shale .or sandstone.

The profile consists of a friable, permeable,
light textured A of variable thickness overlying a moist
very slowly permeable, heavy textured material, which,
at varying depths, merges into partly altered bedrock.
The light textured A is morphologically and
chemically similar to the soil overlayer of the Kloof
series.
It can be sub-divided into a dark coloured
lil and a bleached A2,
Irmnedlately overlying the heavy
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textured B is often found an extremely hard, slowly
permeable, light textured Icfwer A2 (see Kloof series).
Stone layers are les?' frequent than in the Heights
series.
The A passes abruptly into a heavy textured, very slowly permeable illuvial B2 horizon. In
well developed profiles, this horizon, which seldom
exceeds 10 in in thickness, has a uniform black
{7,5YR2/0) colour, a very strongly developed coarse
prismatic structure and a firm consistence.
The
black colour is due to illuvial organic matter. In
less well developed variants, the structure is weakly
prismatic or blooky a»d the black colour has only
partially penetrated the peds or is confined to ped
faces or is hardly present at all, being replaced
by yellowish brown, grey and red mottles and patches.
The exchangeable sodium percentage values of this
horizon may or may not exceed 15 per cent.

The prismatic horizon merges structurally
and via black tonguing ijnto a grey, mottle<3 yellowish •
brown and red, moist, very slowly permeable blocky
to massive clay.
The reaction of this horizon may
be slightly acid or alkaline; lime is usually absent.-

This series has been sub-divided into
phases according to the thickness of the light textured overlayer (see map legend).

Care should be exercised in profiles possessing stone layers to ensure that the Kloof is not
confused with the Langkloof series, v>/hich possesses a
black prismatic horizon below the stone layer.
Variants of the Langkloof series (profile nos. 69,53,11)
Soils consisting of a slowly permeable clay
abruptly-overlain by a light textured layer are comrnxon
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in the Langkloof.
The Heights and Langkloof series
account for .the najority of these soils; alluvia
account for a further proportion.
The characteristics
' of the remainder (termed langkloof variants) may hest
he illustrated "by briefly considering the genesis of
these soils.

Consider the case of Bokkeveld shales overlain hy a deep (greater than 20 in) layer of light textured drift.
Now judging by the properties of the
Heights subsoil, the Bokkeveld Series must be rich
in soluble salts, and in order to form a member of the
langkloof series in this material, the pedo-climate
nus"U b© sufficiently moist to cause:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

the eluviation of organic matter,
the sub-prismatic horizon to be wet
and exhibit hydromorphism,
the removal of a large proportion
of soluble salts from the heavy textured horizons and
the development of the prominent
prismatic horizon.

If, however, a member of the Langkloof series
is not formed, due either to the youthfulness of the
profile or to an inadequate moisture regime, the properties of the resultant profile will be intermediate
between those of the parent material and those of the
langkloof series.
Thus, a range of soils can occur
with poorly developed prismatic horizons (with respect
to colour and structure), that are rich in extractable
and soluble metal cations, weakly hydromorphio in
their sub-prismatic horizons, and with lii.ie in the
lower horizons etc.
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On the other hand, if ^luch a parent
material (more than 20 in of sand on Bokkeveld
shale) occurred in the dry climatic zone, the
thickness of the sandy overlayei* would increase
the effectiveness of unit rainfall hy decreasing
evaporation losses.
Thus the formation of the
characteristically "dry" morphology of the Heights
series would he precluded; the upper clay layers
would he subjected to a degree of gleying, a slight
darkening of the upper clay layers might take
place, but the removal of soluble salts from the
clay layers would not be great»
Thus soils with the following characteristics (at present classified as variante of the
Langkloof series) would be found (see Pig. 2). The
light textured A generally exceeds a thickness of
20 in, particularly in the dry zone.
The A may
be sub-divided into the Al and A2 horizons. The
heavy textured material exhibits a degree of
hydromorphism and is relatively rich in soluble
salts.
The upper clay horizon may be weakly
prisnatio ehowing slight organic matter accumulations.
They do not possess- the characteristic
morphological properties of either the Heights
or the Langkloof series.

Louterwater series (profile nos. 55, 98)
Because of the geonorphic history of the
Langkloof, which resulted in successive lowering of
drainage levels, ironpans are found in high situations
unrelated to the present drainage regime as well as
in sites at present conducive to their formation.
This series and its chief variant occurs in an unpredictable fashion throughout the Langkloof»
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Ironpans are formed at the lower limit of
permeable materials and immediately above- relatively impermeable materials such as shales, sandstones
or heavy textured drift.
Yflaen stripped of the
soil covering such ii'onpans are included in the land
type, rock and lithosols.
This series may also
consist of a truncated ironpan covered by a recent,
light textured drift.
Louterwater series consists of a grey
brown to dark grey brown, weakly structred, light
textured A (usually permeable and friable, but
sometimes with a silica - cemented lower A2) overlying, abruptly, an indurated ironpan. The latter
lies directly upon sandstone, shale or a gleyed
clay.
The main variant occurs in the dry zone?
it's A is identical with that of the Heights series,
but it abruptly overlies an ironpan, which overlies
an alkaline clay identical with the sub-prismatic
horizon of the Heights series.
Thus, when found in the dry zone, the
properties of the A approximate to those of the
Heights A, and to those of the langkloof A when
found in the moister zones.
The effective agricultural depth is the
upper limit of the ironpan; it was not found practicable to define and map depth phases during this
survey.
Misgund series (profile no. 57)
This .=^01] i^ characteristically found in
the moist climatic zone and less frequently in the
intermediate zone5 it seldom occurs in the dry zone.
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It is considered that many members of this
series are developed in drift from T.M.S. by the in situ
formation and eluviation of clay. These soils may
also be developed in a light textured drift abruptly
overlying a slowly permeable clay.
They may also
be formed in feld spathic sandstones and shales of the
Table Mountain Series.
The modal form shows a gradual increase in
clay with depth from a light textured (sand to sandy
loam)
Al to a deep (20-30in) subsoil texture of at
least a sandy clay loam, frequently a clay. With
the increase in clay content, there is an accompanying strengthening of structure and hardening of
consistence from "structureless', friable" in the topsoil to "blocky, firm" at depth.
Furthermore, these
changes in structure and consistence are gradual as
opposed to the abrupt changes in the I^angkloof series.
The surface Al horizon is light textured,
dark coloured (dark grey to very dark grey), friable
and weakly structured.
Heavier textured and darker
coloured Al horizons also occur.
The lighter coloured upper B is light
to medium textured, friable and permeable. The lower
B shows the effects of hydromorphism and iron segregation by the presence of red and yellow mottles.
It is usually medium textured, friable, weakly blocky
and grey brown mottled red and yellow. A layer of
grits showing partial induration is sometimes found in
this horizon.
This series has not been sub-divided into
phases.
Waboom series (profile no. 93)
This series occur<^ Infrequently and unpredictably throughout the Langkloof. It has formed in
20/
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high level terrace alluviun which usually overlies an alluvial pebble layer.
The Al is brown, dark brown or dark reddish
brown, light textured, friable and weakly structured.
The Al nerges into a yellowish red,
friable, weakly structured, nediua textured B«
The increase in clay content is usually acco;ipanied by an increase in the number of Pe/Mn
concretions.
It is probable that nost of the
Concretions are either fossil or transported.
With depth, the yellowish red horizon nerges
into a red to dark red horizon of sinilar structure and consistence.
In this horizon the nuraber
of Fe/Mn concretions reaches a maxiuun, sonetines being partially cemented. There is a
clear transition from this horizon to the gravel
layer.

This seriee has not been sub-divided into
phases.
Alluvia (profile no. 103)
The term, alluvia, is here applied to those
materials, of alluvial origin, in which there is
little or no evidence of pedogenesis.
They
occur in bottomland positions.
Because the
development of black hydromorphic soils is rapid
in the moist to intermediate zones, alluvia have
been identified nainly in the intermediate and dry
zones.

They consist of a grey brown to dark grey,
friable, very weakly structured, permeable, light
textured stratified layers of variable thickness»
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'This abruptly overlies a slowly permeable, firn,
bloGky clay of neutral to alkaline reaction»
These naterials have been .sub-divided into phases
according to the thickness of the light, textured
overlayer (see nap legend)i

Rock and lithosols
A lithosol is here defined as a thin, but
continuous, soil layer (not thicker than 5 in)
overlying non-soil material, such as bedrock -^r
a pebble layer which, in turn, overlies bedrock.
Thus, lithosolic forms of the Joubertina and
Kloof series can be recognised.

The niscellaneous land type of Rock and
lithosols would need to be differentiated for
purposes of intensive agricultural planning;
for instance, the three classes: lithosols,
lithosols with rock out-crops, and bare rock«
They have not been separated on this nap and
are included in one napping unit (R),

(b)

Classification

The correlation of the Langkloof soils
according to the Inter-African Pedological Service
Map legend (l96l) and the U.S.D.A. 7th Approximation (i960) are shown in Table 3»
Correlations
with the latter system are tentative for two
reasons; firstly,, the 7th Approximation is still
in an early stage of evolution and differentiae
and taxa are thus subject to drastic revision at
some date, and secondly, most of the nodal profiles are inconplete in respect of analytical data
which are pertinent to classification.
Horizon
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designations and diagnostic identities, according to
the 7th Approximation, are shown in the profile descriptions. Unfortunately, due to the intensity' and
age of cultivation in the Langkloof, the majority of
representative profile presented in this report hd,ve
disturbed epipedons, which have been altered to
varying degrees by anthropic activity, in particular,
incorporation of organic manures - such as Karoo
manure - and inorganic fertilizers.
These alterations present some real problems in correct diagnosis
of the epipedon and. one is forced by circumstances
to estimate what the properties of the epipedon
would be like under natural conditions*
Although many series are moderately leached
and possess low pH values (Appendix 3), -only in a
few instances did the cation exchange capacity values
exceed the values for the sum of the exchangeable metal
cations.
Sumner (1963) has suggested the following
explanation for this anomaly. The cation exchange
capacity was determined using NH-'*' as the replacing
to» {Aiiperuilx 2). The radius of this ion is of a similar order to that of the K ion. Illite, particularly
if it is poorly crystalline and the lattice is "open"
as a result of having lost K ions, will readily adsorb
a proportion of the replacing NH,"^ ions, which enter
the lattice and satisfy positions left vacant by
K ions.
The major proportion of such NH."^ ions become "fixed" and will not be recovered by one leaching with dilute acid and the result will be a low estimate of the exchange capacity.
further, it is likely that calcium, in the form
of amelioranta and fertilizers, has been liberally
applied to many Langkloof soils. Sulphate determinations on extracts of the soil solution (Appendix 3)
tend to confirm the su-^picion that the S-values may
loe too high due, at least in part, to added calcium.
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Because of the above considerations, percentage
base saturation data are of questionable value for purposes
of soil classification in this region*
Heights series.
This soil has a moderately developed solonet^ic
B (natric) and is a fairly good example of a Natrustalf
and a Solodized Solonetz (SPI).
Joubertina series
This series is dominantly coarse textured with
only slightly clay increase with depth, Horizonation is
very weakly expressed and no diagnostic horizons seem to
be present other than an ochrjc epipedon.
The weak iron
cementation below the lithologic discontinuity is a relic
of past moister conditions when heath vegetation promoted
active mobilisation of free iron (podzolisation). Joubertina is a Quarzopeamment and a ./eakly Developed Soil on
loose Sediments (SPl).
Kloof series
A thick coarse textured eluvial A, an albic
horizon^ which tends to be strongly cemented, and significant accumulation of free iron in the talus material without commensurate accumulation of organic matter - are
prominent features of this soil. The cemented albic horizon may be compared with the duripan of the Duraquods
(kauri podzols). This soil cannot be classified in the
SPI legends its nearest relative is a Podzolic soil
but the definition refers only to a humic B. According to the 7th Approximation Kloof series is a Perrod.
Krakeel series
A thick organic or peaty surface horizon
(histic) developed under swampy conditions characterises this soil. It is an Organic Hydromorphic soil
(SPI) and a Histosol.
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This soil has a coarse textured albic horizon,
and helow the lithologic discontinuity, a spodic horizon
(humus B) which rests on a well developed argillic
horizon. The latter may "be natric in its lower part
though there is no proof for this* The organic matter
of the spodic horizon - without equal quantities of
iron -• is dispersed, and occurs as coatings on mineral
particles and impregnations in the pores of the clay
matrix, A spodic horizon seems justified as the humic
layer is well developed. Langkloof series meets
imperfectly the definition of Podzolic soil (SPI).
It may also be classified as a Ijdalfic Urthuraod.
Langkloof Variant
The tJ'iree profiles representative of the
variant (11, 69 and 53) have well developed argillic
horizons, two of which are strongly natric. A secondary maximum of organic matter occurs in the upper
part of the argillic horizon but in this cffase it is
mixed with an equal quantity of identifiable illuvial
clay. The modal form of the series would qualify as
a Solodized Solonetz (3.P.I») and a Natrustalfic
typudalf (nev/ sub group), it having a moister soil
climate than the Heights series.
LuV-tjrwater series
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Prominent features of this soil are the
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strongly leached thick eluvial A horizon and the indurated plinthite, which in the present tine is continuing
to develop in its lower limits.
It is a Iidineral
Hydronorphic soil (SPI) and partially satisfies the
specifications of an Aq.uox 9»120,

Misgund s e r i e s
Although the epipedon of profile 57 is
ochric, the nodal epipedon, as nanifested by descriptions of other pedons of this series, is mollic* Field
evidence of clay illuviation is not pronounced, but
clay skins are present and sufficient as to degree of
development to justify an argillie horizon.
The
IIB22t horizon exhibits the characteristic of plinthite
and seems to be preweathered material in which the
base saturation can be expected to be lower than that
of the overlying unconformable IB21t.
Horizonation
tends to be gradational in terms of clay increase with
depth.
In consideration of these properties Misgund
series is classified as a Plintumbrult and a Persiallitic soil (SPI).

Waboom series

Waboom series has developed in drift,
derived mainly from high level terrace material. Other
lithologic discontinuities are suspected in profile
93 but only the one at 50 in could be clearly identified,
Pield inspection revealed no evidence of significant clay illuviation.
However, there appears to
be evidence for the recognition of a thick cambic horizon;
no other diagnostic subsurface horizon seems possible,
Waboom is a fairly typical red ï'ersiallitic soil (SPl)
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and, in the absence of analytical data, it is probably
a Eutric Dystrochrept.
The latter is very tentative
indeed.

Alluvium
Profile 103 is an example of Langkloof
Alluvia.
The material is stratified and diagnostic
horizons are absent.
It is classified as a Juvenile
soil on Recent Deposits (SPI) and an Orthopsamment.
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TABLE 3;

CORRELATION OF THE SOILS OF THE LANGKLOOF
AÜ^ÖRDING TO TWO ST^SMS OF'CTLASSIFICATION

Inter-African Pedological
Service (SPI) Soil nap of
Africa. Map legend (l96l)

United States Dept. of
Agriculture 7th Approximation (i960}
Great Group or Subgroup

Heights

Solodized solonatz (Mb)

Natrustalf

Joubertina

Weakly developed soil on
loose sediaents (Bh)

Quarzopsanaent

Kloof

Not classified

Ferrod

Krakeel

Organic hydronorphic
soil (Nb)

Histosol

Langkloof

Podzolic soil

Udalfic Orthumod

Langkloof
Variant

Solodized Solonetz (I/Tb)

Natrustalfic Typudalf

Louterwater

Mineral hydronorphid
soil (Na)

Aq.uox.

Misgund

Fersiallitic soil (Fd)

Plintunbrult

Waboon

Fersiallitic soil (Jd)

Dystrochrept

Alluvium

Juvenile soils on
recent deposits (Bo)

Orthopsamiient

Series
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CHAPTER 3
LAND ,. USE

AND' LAND CAPABILITY

(a) Land use
The Chief agricultural products of the
Langkloof can be listed in the following order or
importance:
Deciduous fruit for export and internal
markets
Winter wheat
Vegetables
Fodder crops and dairy products for local
consumption.
Attention will be given to wheat and
the deciduous fruits, particularly apples and pears.
There are two main agricultural land types,
namely rocky, unploughable land and that which can be
cultivated. The former is of very limited agricultural
value supporting a few head of goats and sheep.
The ploughable land, which occurs on the
hill slopes and valley floors, can be sub-divided into
that which is irrigated and that which is not irrigated.
Due to the difficulty of water supply in the dry zone,
the irrigated land occurs mainly in the moist and intermediate zones.
Dryland farming
'vVheat is generally cultivated under rainfed
conditions since irrigable land is more remuneratively
utilized for deciduous fruit.
Apricots, less remunerative but more tolerant of drier soil conditions than
apples or pears, are mainly grown under dryland conditions.
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Because apples, pears and peaches are so profitable,
raany orchards are established under dryland conditions,
though is such instances, yields are relatively low,
but apparently economic is raany cases provided the
soil moisture regime is not too dry*
Wheat is produced mainly on the Joubertina
and Heights series and, to a lesser extent, on the
Kloof, Langkloof and Misgund series*
The average
seeding rato is 90 - 100 lb per morgen decreasing
in the drier margins of the region.
Yields vary
from 8 bags per morgen in the driest zone to about 17
bags in the noist zone.
The crop is sprayed with
copper fungicides to overcome rust.
Phosphatic
fertilizers are important and their rate
of application depends upon the soil climate.
Apricots are most commonly grown on the
Joubertina series and, to a lesser extent, on the
Kloof and Langkloof series.
Orchards on the Heights
series are generally very poor, due, no doubt, to the
shallow effective depth and limited available moisture.
Many orchards on the Heights series to the east of
Joubertina were, in fact, being abandoned at the time
of survey.
The more remunerative deciduous fruits grown
under dryland conditicns are found in the moister zones
on the Kloof, Langkloof, Misgund and on the drained
phase of the Krakeel series.
Irrigation farming
Vegatables and fodder crops are usually
grown on a small scale under irrigation, frequently
between the rows in orchards.
The major proportion of the deciduous fruit
crop is produced under irrigation.
The chief products
are apples and pears with peaches and apricots being of
secondary importance.
The main apple varieties are
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Red and Golden Delicious, 'Winter Permain, Granny Smith
and Oheniauri.
The nain pear varieties are Bon Chretien,
Packhans TriuEiph, Beurre Bosc and Beurre Hardy,
Almost every available area which can be
irrigated at present, has been planted to deciduous
fruit for export.
Even talus materials which are not
covered by a layer of soil have bean successfully used
for this purpose.
In general, the best orchards are to be
found on soils with a deep agricultural effective depth.
The Joubertina series usually occurs beyond the reach
of irrigation.
The chief soils used for the production
of export fruit are the Misgund, Kloof, langkloof and the
drained phase of the Krakeel series together with alluvia.
The Heights series is used to a lesser extent and, judging by an incomplete ai^praisal of the field evidence,
this series should be used for pear rather than for
apple production.
V/eed competition in orchards is controlled by
discing about four times a year.
Insecticides and
fungicides constitute a large proportion of the recurrent costs.
Nutrient deficiencies of manganese and zinc
are overcome by spraying.
An example of the fertilizer
applied per large tree per annum is 6 lb of a 0sl2:20
mixture plus 40 lb of limestone ammonium nitrate. Apple
trees are planted at a density of about 200 per morgen.
Examples exist in the Langkloof of a few apple
trees, which yield sixty and more cases each per annum,
A good orchard yields aore than 15 cases per tree and ten
cases is considered a fair yield.
(b) Land ca^abili tjr
In view of the very high productivity of this
region if irrigation is feasible, attention must be given
to the extension of irrigation farming.
There are
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surely few regions whare greater returns will be
realised per unit of capital outlay on irrigation
deveiopaents.
The lack of facilities for irrigation
is clearly the nost important single factor Uniting
the expansion of agricultural production in the Langkloof,
With perennial sources of water fron the
southern niountain ranges, there is certainly opportunity for the developnent of water storage schemes
for this purpose.
At present, attention may well be directed
towards ensuring that the maximum production per unit
of applied water is obtained.
Efficient systems of
water reticulation are a prerequisite to the optimum
use of water.

Irrjgability of Langkloof soils
All soils which are not permanently wet can
be safely irrigated if the properties of the soil are
carefully taken into account.
The chief limitations
of Langkloof soils under irrigation and their irrigable values are summarised in Table 4.
Irrigable
values have been determined according to the system
applied by the Soils Rosearch Institute to soil surveys
of state irrigation schemes»
In order to avoid water wastage and droughty conditions, sands (Joubertina, Kloof series) should
be given frequent, light applications of water5 soils
with an impermeable horizon near the surface (Heights
and shallow phase of Langkloof series) should be similarily treated, to prevent waterlogging and droughty
conditions.
Care should be taken not to over-irrigate
the Misgund series which, in its natural state, shows
signs of intermittent waterlogging in its lower horizons.
The building up of a high water table in soils with
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TABLE 4:

LIMITATIONS UNDER IRRIGATION AND
j^^Q^^^X^jj VALÜSÖ ÓP L A M G K L O Ö P S Ü I L S

Series
and
Phase

Irrigable
Value

Linitations

Wabo on

A2

Slightly impeded
drainage at depth

Joubertina
(deep)

B1-A2

Excessively drained

Misgund

Bl

Inpeded drainage

Krakeel
(drained phase)

Bl

Excessively drained

Kloof
(deep)

Bl

Excessively drained 5
cementation of lower
A2| clay eluviation
possible.

Langkloof
(deep)
Alluvium
(deep)
Louterwater
(deep)

B1-B2

Jcubertina
(shallow)
Kloof
(shallow)

B2

Langkloof
(shallow)
Heights
Alluvium
(shallow)
Louterwater
(shallow)
Krake el
(virgin phase)

Excessively drained
overlayers with
possible development
of a rising water
table

Excessively drained

B2

Shallow effective
depth; vertical
drainage very slow;
severe water losses
by evaporation

C

Saturated with water
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impermeable layers at depth (deep phase of Langkloof
series) must he avoided* Well drained, heavy textured
soils (Wahoom series) can he given heavier applications
of water at less frequent intervals.
In its virgin form, the Krakeel series is
too wet to be of any agricultural value*
It is
light textured and, when drained, it should be irrigated in a similar fashion to the Kloof series although
the organic matter will contribute towards a higher
water holding capacity.
The Joubertina and Waboom series are uniformly
coloured, reddish brown. Although the total content
of free iron oxides is unlikely to exceed 5 per cent in
the Joubertina series, these oxides will tend to prevent
clay eluviation and the formation of hard, impermeable
layers at depth in these series. However, even in their
virgin state, the Kloof and Langkloof series show
eluviation of the finer fractions causing cementation
and impermeability in the lower A2 horizons. This
process may well be accelerated under irrigation.

Erodibiljty

The rate at which a soil will erode due
to water is governed by those properties of the soil
and of the environment which increase the frequency,
rate and amount of run-off and the ease with which soil
material is removed by run-off (Macvicar, 1962),
The evenly distributed rainfall and the lack
of regularly occurring, heavy thunderstorms greatly
reduced the risk of severe sheet and gully erosion.
However, clean cultivation in orchards and thinly
planted wheat in the drier areas greatly increases the
ease with which soil material can be removed by run-off.
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Moreover, the najority of soils have structureless,
light textured, almost loose surface horizons which
are easily removed "by run-off.
The majority of soils possess high infiltration rates and are rapidly permeable in their
lower horizons and, therefore, the risk of run-off
due to saturation is slight.
However, the Heights
series and the shallow phases of the Langkloof series
include impermeahle horizons near the surface and will
thus "be more gusceptihle to erosion as a result of
saturation.
It is considered that the rate at which
erosion takes place in this region is mainly a function of slope, the light textured, structureless topsoils and clean cultivation practices.
Effective depth and moisture supplying capacity
Soils in the moist zone will require
less irrigation water than those in the intermediate
and dry zones,
T/ithin each zone, heavier textured
soils (Misgund series) will require less water than
light textured soils (Kloof series); sands with
impermeable layers at depth (Langkloof series)
will require less water than completely freely drained soils.
Due to losses by evaporation, sand with
impervious layers at depth will require less water
than those with impervious layers near the surface
(Heights series).

The effective depth of soils in this region
is determined mainly by impervious clay horizons or by
bedrock.
Particularly for the growth of trees, soils
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with deep effective depths are preferable to shallow
soils.
Although trees can be grown in talus alone
(shallow phases of the Kloof and Joubortina series),
fron the point of view of watörholding capacity and
mechanical linitations, the deep phases of these
series are preferable.
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CHAPTER

4

THE SOIL MAP
(a) Limitations of nap
Por reasons outlined earlier (Chapter 1, Geonorphology), the distribution of soil forming materials,
and hence soils, is complex.
There .exist no regular or
predictable relationships between topography» drainage
etc, on the one hand and soil distribution on the other.
In terns of soil survey and napping it was thus not possible to predict with accuracy the occurrence and distribution of series and phases within or between traverses.
Many series have stone layers through which it
was usually not possible to auger.
Hence, augering was
often ineffective in distinguishing one series from another
(eg. Kloof from a member of the Heights series with a
prominent stone layer).
Due to the presence of silica cemented A2
horizons in many members of the Kloof and Langkloof
series, series identification proved difficult.
Por these reasons, the standards of accuracy
and detail normally expected on a map at Is 18,000 could
not be attained without a very narked extension of the
time required to carry out the survey.
Such detailed
field work was not considered justifiable since many
areas will not be utilized intensively in the foreseeable
future.
The soil map must therefore be used with care
and with due regard to these survey hazards.
(b) Map legend
The soil series and their respective phases
(taxonomie units) have been defined (eg. Joubertina
series, Jt and its phases, Jtl, Jt2, Jt3). These
taxonomie units have been used, with one exception,
to construct the legend.
Because of the difficulty of
separating the Heights from the Langkloof series by
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augering, soils with a light textured layer abruptly
overlying a clay horizon, have been included in one
mapping unit, Z.
The unit Z has been sub-divided
into phases (Zl, Z2) according to the thickness of the
light textured overlayer.
Because of the difficulties outlined in
section (a) few areas demarcated on the :::ap indicate
a single phase of one series; indeed, in nany
instancesj areas have been mapped not only as complexes of phases of one series, but also as complexes
of phases of two or more series.
Thus, areas
delineated on the nap have been allotted symbols
indicating the presence of one or more area consisting predominantly of members of the Kloof series; the
soils of such an area have not been further sub-divided
and mapped at the phase level; such an area may contain any proportion of the two defined phases of the
Kloof series.
An area showing the symbols Jtl-Kfl
indicates a complex of the shallow phases of the
Joubertina and Kloof series.
The symbol X was
allotted to major river beds of mappable extent,
which are surrounded by non-lithosolic soils.
Riverbeds surrounded by rock and lithosols were
not separately mapped,
(c) Use of report and map for agricultural planning
and advisory 'vvork
The soil series of the Langkloof have been
identified and defined in terms of their morphological
properties; many of their chemical and physical properties have been established.
The agricultural industry requires to know
what the maximum productivity of a soil is in terms of
a particular crop, what cultural and fertilizer practices
are necessary to achieve maximum productivity and what
the main factors are that limit productivity and modify
management.
In order to use this report, officers engaged
in planning and advisory work must, in the first instance,
be able to examine and correctly classify any soil in the
Langkloof as a member of a particular series and phase.
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38.
This report-includes an account of the factors
which limit productivity and modify the management of each
series.
However, the full reciuirementg of the agricultural
industry can only he met by research conducted on each
soil phase to determine the fertilizer, cultural and
water requirements of each crop;
In this connection,
the layout of an experiment must he confined to a single
phase of a series.
Since crop responses to a single treatment
will tend to vary, not only between series, but also between phases of the same series, it is important in
planning to prepare a very detailed soil map of a farm
showing both phase and series differences.
Similarly,
advice must be based on the accurate classification of
the soil.
Because of the scale of the map and the limitations of the survey, the accompanying map does not
suffice as a base for farm planning; it must be used
as a guide to determine which soil is likely to be found
at a particular site.
The capability of each series a.nd its phases
must therefore be determined experimentally.
The
planner, using the ciefinitions and taxonomie units provided in this report, must then compile a detailed soil
map of the farm.
The plan must then be drawn up after
careful consideration of the experimental results»
Similarly, advisory services must be based
both on soil identification and experimental results.
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GRONDE VAN
(0NGIJL2JG3N

DIE
TOT

LANGKLQOF
HEIGHTS)

Sanevatting in Afrikaans
langkloof bestaan uit 'n serie ewewydige,
U-vorEiige valleie wat in 'n oos-suidoostelike rigting
van wes van Avontuur tot oos van Kareedouw strekt Die
vernaanste dorp, Joubertina, is 120 nyl net die pad van
Port Elizabeth,
Die geologiese fomasie van die gebied in die
Bokkeveld- en die Tafelbergserie. Alhoewel reen dwarsdeur die jaar versprei is, val die meeste in die tydperk
Mei tot November.
'n Bodenopnane van die belangrike bladwissellende vrugteboerderygebied wat tussen Ongelegen en Heights
gele« is, is gedoen.
Die terrein is ongeveer 37 myl lank
en van 2 tot 3 Qyl wyd.
Die doel van die opname was om
die grondseries en hul landbou belangrike fases te identifiseer an defineer en on die op 'n ongekontroleerde
mosaiek met 'n benaderde skaal van l:l8,000 te karteer.
Agt grondseries en twee landtipes is geïdentifiseer en gedefineer.
Hul belangrike eienskappe is in
die kaartverklaring en in Figuur 2 opgeson.
As gevolg
van verskillende opnamebeperkings (sien Hoofstuk 4) kon
series en fases van series nie altyd afsonderlik gekarteer
word nie.
Kaarteenhede sluit fasekomplekse van 'n serie,
as mede fasekomplekse van verskillende series, in.
Die verslag gee 'n beskrywing van die eienskappe van elke grondserie en hul besondere fases, hul
klassifikasie ooreenkonstig die "7th Approximation"(1960)
en die S.x.I. kaartverklaring (1961) en die omgewing
waarin hulle voorkon.
Grondvorming word tot 'n mate
bespreek. Huidige landgebruikstelsels en die beperkings
van die grond met betrekking tot landbou word kortliks
beskryf,
Die bylae bevat 'n sistematiese uiteensetting
van veld- en ontledingsgegewens. Die grondkaart, vanwee
karterings noeilikhede, be sit egter beperkings t.o.v,
landboubeplanning en -voorligting.
40/
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APPENDIX 1;

FIELD METHODS AND' MAP GQIglLATION

In July, 1959, Drs. R.F* Loxton and C.R.
van der Merv\/e carried out a rapid reconnaissance survey
with the ohject of identifying the main soils of the
Langkloof.
As a result of the recent detailed investigation, a nuuhor of alterations to the series definitions
of 1959 have heen made,
A set of eight uncontrolled photonosaics at
an approximate scale of 1;18,000 was prepared hy the
Trigonometrical Survey Office, Pretoria.
, Soil boundaries were drawn directly onto the
mosaics in the field with the aid of orientation by
photoiniage, augerings and a limited number of pits.
Depending upon the nature of the terrain, traverses,
approximately 400 yds apart, were made at right angles
to the length of the valleys and auger borings made
at intervals of about 40 yds along the traverses.
The
success of these methods is discussed in Chapter 4.
The final definition of series and phases
was made after completing the field work.
Soil
boundaries etc. wore transferred to an identical set
of mosaics and, together with the legend, photographically reproduced.
A complete set of these mosaicsheets accompanies each copy of the report.

42.
APP5HDIX 2;

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Play ninerals
The clay fraction was investigated "by means
of a Philips X-ray diffractoaeter using both unoriented
and water-oriented specimens.
Soil reaction and resistance
pH was measured in a 1;1 soilïwater suspension
with a glass electrode after allowing ths suspension to
stand for a few hours with occasional stirring. Resistance
was determined in a saturated paste at 60 P using a standard Y/heatstone Bridge with the "Bureau of Soils" cup.
Carbon and nitrogen
Organic carbon was determined by the Walkley
and Black rapid titration method as described by Piper
(1944).
Nitrogen was determined by the Kjeldahl method.
Sulphates
Due to the possible interference of CaSO. with
the determination of the extractable cations in certain
samples, sulphates were ci.ualitatively estimated by adding
a BaClo solution to an acidified filtrate obtained from a
1;5 soilswater suspension.
"-•xtractable Cations and exchange capacity
A 25 gm sample was leached with 500 ml N NH^Gl
(pH 5.7) followed by 100ml N/5 NH^Cl (pH 5.7). Excess
NH.Cl was removed by leaching with 150 ml QCP/o ethonol.
The adsorbed NH,+ions were replaced by leaching with
300 ml N/lO HGl and determined by distillation of the
leachate.
The extractable cations were determined on the
first leachate.
Na and K were determined with a Beekman
DU spectrophotometer with flame attachiient and Oa and Mg
by the Versenate method.

43.
Profile descriptions and analytical
data

Appendix 3 >
Profile No;
Location;
Site;

Heights

Soil series:

97

Experimental farm, Nuweplaas;

Map-sheet 8384

Upper slope in rolling topography

Horizon

D3pth(in)

Ap
ochric

IIB2t
natric

Description

0 - 9

Dry; hr.(IOYR5/3)5 sandy
loam; friahle; weakly dev,
suh-ang. "blockyi few scatt,
fine grits; clear transition.

9-13

Unsampled l a y e r of f i n e s u h a n g . g r i t s and Pe/lvfci c o n e s ;
ahrupt t r a n s .

13

- 22

Dry; dk.br.(IOYR3/3)| clay;
hard; mod, dev, med, prismatic
breaking to fine angular blocky;
clay minerals: Qtrace' ^w'
clear trans.

'w'

IIGca
natric

22

- 40

Dry; ye.br.(IOYR5/6); clay;
hard; med. blocky; scatt. fine
grits; slickensides; fine
CaCO;, nodules; clay minerals;
T

K
ms
IIR

clear trans.

Slightly altered Bokkeveld shale

40+

Chemical Data
p

— ..,_ ... .... _l Ka.96/63
l a b . No,
j Depth(in)
0-9

M197 :
13-22^

M198
22-40

E x t r . c a t s . (mefo)
Ca
Mg
K
Na

2,88
1.01
0.05
0.14

10,22
9.62
O0O9
2.30

S-value(me%)
T-value(me/o)
E.S.P.

4.08
2.98
3.4

22,23 ;
14,44 : 12.62
g r . t h a n 15
10.3

pH
Re s i s t a n c e ( o h m s )

5.4
1100

1 ^°4
C(/o)

C;N

:

i

++

++
0.44
8.8

5.7
440

1
1
1
;

1

1.06 1

7.e

\

1

-

0.02
4.12

7.2
250
++
0.23
7.7

!

44.
Profile Nos

2

Location;
Site;

Soil seriess
Near Heights station;

Level valley floor;

Ap

Description

0 - 7

Moist; dr.hr,(7.5YR4/4);
loamy sand; very weak hlocky;
very friahle; clear trans«

7-12

Moist; lt.gr,(10YR7/2); sand;
structureless; massive; si.
loose; abrupt trans.

ochric

A2

Map-sheet 8387

cultivated for wheat

Depth(in)

Horizon

Heights

albic

IIB21t
natric

12

IIB22ca

18-38

Moist; It.ye.hr,(2.5YR6/4) with
few dark clay skins; clay;
weakly dev, coarse ang. blocky;
very firm; frequent CaCO^
nodules; rare small pockets of
powdery lime; gradual trans,

IlOca
calcic

38

Moist; lt.gr.(10YR7/2) with
rare ye. mottling; clay;
mas<^ive to hlocky; abundant
CaCO;, nodules*

- 18

Moist; dk.ye.hr,(10YR4/4) with
pronounced dk,gr*(IOYR4/1) clay
skins on ped faces; clay; mod,
devc coarse prism.; very firm;
gradual trans.

-48

Chemical Lata

1 lab No.

! EI37 : S138

Depth(in)

iO-7

1 Extr,cats»(me/)
Ca
6.39
Mg
2.13
K
0.22

Na

0,35

S-value(me/)
T-value(me/)
E.S.P.

9.09
9,07
3»9 '

pH

i7.2

: 7-12
:
:
;
I

2.68
0,89
0,15
0,22

^ 3.94
3.20

: E139 ^ EI40 j
\ 1 2 - 1 8 ; 18-38 i
5o83 :

(15«24)

1 8.63 ^
0.22 :
2.62 ;
\ 17.30 ;

0.20 1

0.98 1
_

1 5.6

16.42 .
5.9 1
i 14.5 :

; 7.4

i 7^5 :

i 18.06 •

7»5

C;N

1,11
I21.8

1
1

i

C(/b)

!

I 0,31
i 8.2

i

0.56 : 0.09

I 6'^\

4.7

j

45.
Profile No;
Location;
Site;

34

Soil series;

West of Jouhertina;

Jouhertina

Map-sheet 8386

North of tarred road on upper slope;
orchard
Depth(in)

Horizon

apricot

Description

Ap
ochric

0 - 9

Moist; red.br.(5YR5/4);
loamy sand; structureless,
massive; loose; gradual
trans.

Gl

9-30

Moist; ye.red(5YR5/6);
loamy sand; structureless>
massive; si. loose; grad.
trans>

C2

30

Dry; ye.red(5YR5/8); loamy
sand; structureless, massive;
soft; clay minerals; Q^^OJ
Haem^, I^, K^
race

- 58

Ghemical D a t a

iLab. N o ,
Lepth(in)
Extr. cats(me5t')
Ga

Mg

; SIO3
1 C-9

El 04
9-30

j
1 0„63

1.01

Na

0.22
0.02

0.47
0.36
0.03

S-valua(me°/o)
T--value (me^o)

1,18
1.09

1.87
1.75

E. S.Po

1.7

1.6

pH

5^9

6«2

0(7-^)

0.15

0.10

G;N

6c8

3.7

i K

0.31

46i
Profile No;
Location;
Sites

21

Soil series:

Twee Rivieren;

Map-sheet 8386

cultivated for wheat

Upper slope;

Horizon

Joubertina

Description

Depth(in)

Ap
ochric

0 - 8

Moist; red.tr.(5YR4/4); sand;
structureless, massive; loose;
gradual trans..

01

8-26

Moist; ye.red(5YR4/8); loamy
sand; structureless, massive;
si. loose; abrupt trans.

26

IIG2

Moist; ye.red(5YR4/8); very
stony sand; structureless;
abundant sub-angular stones
and few boulders; stone strongly impregnated with iron oxide;
mainly sandstone; the mass is
moderately cemented by iron
oxide in a few parts but general
consistence is somewhat loose.

- 38

Chemical Data
lab. No,
Depth(in)

EIO9
0-8

EllO
8-26

Extr.cats.(me^)
Ca
Mg
K
Na

0.98
0.12
0.16
0.02

1.06
0.47
0.17
0.05

S-value(me^ó)
T-value(me/o)
E. S.P.

1.28
1.48
1,4

1.75
1.72
2.9

pH

5.4

6.1

0.27
10.0

0.12
4.4

C(/0
C:N

J!

47.
Profile Noï
Locationi
Site:
Horizon

Soil series:

87

East of Misgund!

Kloof

Map-sheet 8383

U
Upper slope
Depth(in)

Description

Al
ochrio

0 - 6

Moist; dk.gr.hr.(10YR4/2);
sandy loam; structureless;
very friable; grad. trans.;
pH 6.0; Resistance 2992 ohms«

A21

6-18

Dry; dk.br.(IOYR4/3)I sandy
loam; massive; loose; few
med, suh-ang, stones; clay
minerals: Q^vs'f vw' trace'
pH 5.6; Resistance 4536 ohms.

A22m
alMc

IIB2ir

18

- 23

23

32

Dry; "br. (10YR5/3) with many
ye.red mottles; sandy loam;
extremely hard; massive;
many med. sub.ang, stones;
pH 5.7; Resistance 3255 ohms.
Dry; loosely packed med, subang. stones occasionally
cemented by iron; evidence
of illuvial iron as prominent coatings on the talus •
material; just as organic
matter is eluviated in the
Langkloof series, so also is
it likely that organic matter
moves downwards in this series
but, due perhaps to the light
textures of the lower horizons,
does not accumulate noticeably in a particular horizon
in the pedon.

48.
98

Profile No;
Locations
Site;

Misgund;

Soil series; Kloof -Louterwater
Map-sheet 8383

Very gently sloping
Lepthdn)

Description

A

0-36

Moi st; gr.br.(10YR5/2)j
loamy sand; very friable;
massive; abrupt trans.

A2m

36 - 40

Moist; gr.br.(10YR5/2);
diffusely mottled ye.br.;
massive; extremely hard
silica cemented layer.

40+

Moist; mottled gr.br,,ye.
br, and red colluvial debris
frequently indurated by iron.

Horizon

IIB

Chemical Data
lab. No.
1 Depth(in)

M199/63
36-40

Extr. cats, (mefo)

j Ga
Mg
K
Na

0.29
0.23
0.03 ,
0.09

0.64

1

S-value(me%)
T-value(mefo)
ÏÏ.S.P.

1.06

pH

6.5

Re si stance(ohms)

2850

om

0.05

1

G:N

5.0

1

8.5

1

49.
Profile No:
Location;
Sites

Soil series?

96

Vfóst of Joubertina;

Krakeel

Map-sheet 8386

Virgin, level, wet

Horizon

Depth(in)

Description

01
histic

23 - 20

Very moist5 black; . very
light texture'; very friable;
semi-decomposed litter layer ',
(not sampled); gradual trans*

02
histic

2 0 - 0

Very moist; black; light
texture; very fraible; organic
matter appears to be alraost
completely humified; plant
forms not recognisable; gradual
trans.
Wet; very dark grey; light
texture; very friable; structureless

0-20

Al

Chemical Data
Lab. No.
Depth(in)
Extr. Cats, (me?»)
Ca
, Mg
K
Na

M204/63
20-0

2.18
2.19
0.31 •
0.34

M205
; 0 - 20

1
1

j

0.51
0.46
0.13
0,06

S-value(me/o)
T-value(me^)

5.02
6.95

1.16
1.86

pH
Re si stance(ohms)

5.0
2950

5.1
3550

C(/c)

12.10

1 2,42

CsN

12.5

9.7

j

1

50.
Soil series;

Profile No: 20
Location;
Site;

Twee Rivieren;

Langkloof

Map-sheet 8386

Very gently sloping alluvial plain; apple orchard

Horizon

Depth (in).

Description

Ap
ochric

0 - 8

Dry; gr.br.(IOYR5/2); loamy
sand; soft; massive; pH 6.0;
clear trans.

A2
alhic

8-15

Dry; gr*(IOYR6/1) with
diffuse brown streaks; loamy
sand; si. hard; massive to
weak blocky; pH 6,0; abrupt
trans.

IIB21h
spodic

15

- 19

Dry; "coal" black (7.5YR2/0)
with frequent fine brown and
ye.br. specks; clay; extremely hard; strongly dev, coarse
prisms; pH 6.5; clay
minerals; Q^, K.
m' mw' 'trace'
grad. trans»

IIB22t
argillie

19

- 43

Moist; ye.br. diffusely
mottled red; frequent very
dark grey patches on ped
faces; clay; firm; prismatic becoming mod.dev. blocky;
many scatt, fine T.M.S. grits;
pH 7.0; clay minerals; Q ,
grad, trans.
K.
mw

IIB23t
argillie

43

50

Moist; ye.br, with frequent
grey streaks and patches;
clay; firm; mod. dev. med,
ang, blocky; many scatt.
T.M.S. grits; pH 7.0

51.
Profile No:
Location;
Site:

69

Soil series; Langkloof variant
South of Nuweplaasi

Middle slope;

Horizon

Map-sheet 8383/4

Wheatland
Description

Depth(in)

0-12

Moist5 very dk.gr,hr.
(10YR3/2); sandy loam to
loam; very friable; weak
fine hlocky; grad. trans.

12 - 24

Moist; gr.br.(10YR5/2) very
diffusely mottled brown;
sandy loam to loam; friable;
weak fine blocky; tendency
for lower limits to be
cemented (by silica); abrupt
trans.

IIB21t
natric

24 - 34

Moist; ye.br, and dk.br.
strongly streaked black on
ped faces and in fissures
(black illuvial clay and
organic matter); clay; firm;
blocky to incipient prismatic;
clear trans.

IIB3t
natric

34 - 48

Moist; ye.br.' mottled red with
few black streaks; clay; firm;
structure inherited from shale
or fine sandstone.

. Ap
uialDri c

A2

Chemical Data

Lab, No,
Depth(in)
E x t r . c a t s . (me/0
Ca
Mg

K
Na
1 S-value(me/o)

T-value(me^ü)
E.S.P.
pH
Resistance(ohms)

so^

G(/o)

1 C:N

; M201
^ 12-24

M202
24-34

M203
34-48

2.33
1.21
0.03
0.18

1 1,22
1.21
0.05
0.26

2.70
4.69
0.09
1.99

3.01
6.10
0.09

3.59

3.75
2.58
4.8

i 2.74
^ 1.98
: 9.5'

9.47
6.21
21.0

12.79
7.09
28.1

4.8
1490
+

: 5.2
j 1250
+

5.9
550
++

5.8
555
++

0.92
13.1

1 0.29
\ 9.7

0,34
11.3

0.26
8.7

M200/63
' 0-12

1

;
\
•

1

52.
Profile No; 53
Soil series; Langkloof variant
Location;
Louterwater; Map-sheet 8384
Site: Middle of gentle slope; young apple orchard
Depth(in)

Horizon
Ap
nchric

0 - 1 2

Description
Moist; hr.(lOYR5/3); loamy
sand; nassive; si. loose;
grad. trans.

A2
alMc

12

-

22

Moist; pale br.(10YR6/3);
fine sand; nassive; sl.loosej
abrupt trans.

IIB21t
natric

22

-

30

Moist; ye.br.(10YR5/6) with
very dk.gr.br.(IOYR3/2) clay
skins on ped faces; weak pen©-."
trati'on of dark colour to
interior of peds; clay; weak
coarse ang. blocky; very firm;
few rounded stones resting on
top of this horizon; grad.
trans.

ItB22t
natric

30

50

Moist; ye.br.(10YR5/4) with
hunic clay skins along fissures
disappearing with depth; clay;
massive to weak blocky; very
firn; grad. trans.

IIB3
natric

50

56

Moist; lt.gr.(2.5YR7/2) with
freq_uent faint reddish ye,
mottling; clay; massive;
very firn.

Chemical Data
: S61
; E62 1 E63
; 12-22 ; 2 2 - 3 0 '3 0 - 5 0 | 50.56

i

E59
0-12

^ E60

Oa

0.46

j Mg
K

0.69
0.12

\
\

0.23
0.09

i 8.38
1 9.24
0.25

0.03

0.07
0.02

I

Na

:
\

9.67|
0.26;

i

4.13

4.53 [ 2.56

S-value(me^/o)
T-value(ue^b)

1,30

; 0.41

1 22.0Ö 22.68 I12.I3 . 1

1.24

\ 0.57

E.S.P.

2.3

1 3-5

; 2 1 . 3 3 2 1 . 8 4 111.50
20.0 |21.1
il8.8

5.4
0.17
7.7

; 6.6
; 7.6
8.1 j 8.3
0.12 i 0.06
' 0.04 " ^ 0 . 3 4
1
' 3.6
1 6.3 ; 4 . 0 1 4.6

L a b . No.
Depth(in)
E x t r . c a t s , (me^o)

1 PH
'C/o
G:N

8.22 1 4.24
5.26
0.07

53.
Profile No;
Location;
Sites

11'

"

Twee Rivieren;

ï/[iddle slope;

Horizon
Ap
ochric

Soil series;

Map-sheet 8387

Ytoeatland

Depth(in)

Description

0 - 9

A2

Langkloof variant

Moist; "br. (10YR4/3)| sand;
massive; si. loose; grad. trans.

19

Moist; lt.ye,l)r,(lOyR6/4);
sand; massive; very friable;
ahrupt trans.
Moist; lt.ye.hr.(10YR6/4)
with very pronounced dk.gr,
(10YR4/1) clay skins on ped
faces; mod. coarse prismatic
hreaking to angular hlocky;
firm; clay; grad. trans.

IIB21t
argillie

19

- 32

IIB22t
argillie

32

54

Moist; lt.ye.hr.(10YR6/4) with
olive yellow (2.5YR6/6) clay
skins on ped faces; weak coarse
ang, hlocky; rare hrownish
yellow mottling; firm; clay;
lower limits have rare diffuse
lime accumulations.

Chemical Data
|sil8
|0-9

E119
9-19

; El 26
1 19-32

E x t r . c a t s * {me'fc 1
1.30
Ca
Mg
0.55
K
0.22
Na
0.07

0.58
0.28
0,16
0.08

4.85
7.34
0.22
1.33

1.13 1

2.14
2.11
3.3

1.10
1.01
7.3

13.74
14.43
9.2

18.37]
18.06

6.2

6.6

7.8 1

0,11

0.37
6.7 •

0.11 1

j Lah, No.
Depth(in)

S-value(me/0
T-value(me5^ó)
E.S.P.
f

E129
32-54
6.60
10.42
0.22

6,2

1

i ^^
0(^0

0;N

1 5.7

1 0.42
5-0.5

:

6.9

1

4.6

54.
Profile No;
Locations
Site;

Louterwater

Soil series;

55

West of Louterwater5

Map-sheet 8384

Lower slope on gently sloping pediment; pear and
apple orchard.

Horizon

Description

I)epth(in)

Ap
ochric

0 - 8

Moist; dk.gr.(10YR4/1); loamy
sand; structureless, massive;
very friable; grad. trans.

A21

8-22

Moist; gr.br.(l0yR5/2); loamy
sand; structureless, massive;
very friable; rare small sub,
ang. stones; rare small red
mottles; abrupt trans.

22

A22

IlCm

Abundant iron oxide concretions
and loamy sand weakly cemented
by iron oxides; abrupt trans.

- 24

Indurated ironpan; iron oxide
cones. and scattered sub.ang.
sandstone fragments strongly
cemented by iron oxide.

24+

Chemical Data
I Lab. No.
Depth(in)

i
i

E55
8-22

1.97
1.58
0.32
0.08

1
j
!

2.07
1.18
0.22
0.05

S-value(me^)
T-value(me/0
E.S.P.

3.95

1 3.52

3.59
2.0

1 3.28
1 1.4

pH

5.3

5.3

GsN

0.73
9.4

0.49
8.3

E x t r . c a t s . (mefo)
Ca
Mg
K
Na

E54
0-8

1

55. .
Profile No; 57
Location;
Site:

Soil series;

Klein Langkloof, Louterwaterj

Middle slope;

Horizon

IIB22t
argillie

lie

Description
Moist? gr.br.(10YR4/2)| sand 5
structureless, massive; very
friable to loose; grad, trans.

0 - 6

B21t
argillie

Moist; gr.hr.(10YR5/2) with
rare faint yellow mottling at
lower limits; sandy loam
becoming sandy clay loam with
depth; friable; weakly dev.
sub.ang. blocky; clay
minerals; Q^^, K ^ , M-L^;
clear trans.

6-36

36

55

Map-sheet 8384

peach orchard

Depth(in)

Ap
ochric

Misgund

Moist to wet; br.ye.(IOYR6/8);
with abundant, distinct red
and ye. mottles; sandy clay to
clay; friable; weak blocky;
many Pe/Mn concg; clay minerals;

- 55

Qms' ^^^^^' ^vw'
''-\'
Red and ye. clay and sandy
clay of decomposed T.M.S.

- 96

Chemical Data
Lah. No.
Depth(in)

E51
0-6

E52
6-36

Extr.cats. (laefo)
Ga
Mg
K
Na

1.83
0.59
0.42
0.12

1.01
0.67
0.25
0.26

1.33
2.71
0.15 •
0.17

2.96
2.81
4.1

2.19

4.36

1

2.11
11.9

3.90
3.9

j

5.5

5.5

, S-value
i T-value
E.S.P.
pH
Resistance(ohms)

OW
j C;N

5.4
2488
0.78
13.2

E53
^ 36-55

|

. 3202

1 1344

0.26

0.15

j

8.7

5.6

1

56.
Profile No;
Location;
Site;

Horizon
AC

.

103

•
Alluvium

Experimental farm, Nuweplaas,
8384.
Bottomland alluvial position;
renosterhos.
Depth(in)
0-21

Map-sheet
grass and

Description
Dry? three gr.br.(lOYR)
alluvial layers each about 7"
thick; loamy sand; friable;
structureless, stratified;
separated from the following
layer by a 2" layer of rounded
grits and pebbles; pH 6.4;
Resistance 2500 ohms.

IIGl

21

- 33

Dry; gr.br.(lOYR) with rare,
diffuse ye. mottles; loamy
sand; si. hard; weak ang,
blocky; rare rounded grits
and pebbles; pH 6.5; Resistance 2830 ohms; abrupt trans-

IIIC2

33

- 48

Very si.moist; dk.gr.br.
(lOYR) with rare faint ye.
mottling; clay; hard; med,
ang. blocky; pH 7*0;
Resistance 720 ohms*

57.
Profile No:
Location's
Site:

Soil series;

93

Watoom

Apple orchard next to Kloof Hotel;
Map-sheet 8386
Middle slope; gently sloping

Horizon

Ap

Depth(in)
0 - 8

Moist; br.(10YH5/3)| sandy
loam; friable; structureless;
pH 5.8; Resistance 2657 ohms;
grad. trans.

8-16

Moist; dk.br.(7.5YR4/4)5
sandy clay loam; friable;
structureless; pH 5.9;
Resistance 2383 ohms; grad.
trans.

ochric

Bl
cambic

Description

B21
camlDic

16

- 27

B22
camhic

27

39

B23
camMc

39

- 50

IIG

50+

Moist; ye.red(5YR4/6); clay
loam; friable; fine weak subang. blocky; many Pe/Mn cones.;
rare small round stones; pH
6.3; Resistance 1554; grad,
trans.
Moist; red(2.5YR4/6); clay
loam; friable; very weak fine
blocky; abundant Fe/Mn cones.;
evidence of active Fe accumulation; rare small roUnd
stones; pH 6.2; Resistance
1292 ohms; grad, tranë»
Moist; dk.red(2.5YR3/6); clay;
si. firm; weak fine blocky;
abundant Pe/Mn concs,; rare
small round stones; grad,
to clear trans.; pH 5.8;
Resistance 1628 ohms.
Small to large, rounded high
level T.M.S. gravels.

I

U.A.D. 1408.

AFDELING SKEIKUNDIGE DIENS
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